COREBITS TRANNING PROGRAMME
Sensing future…

WHO WE ARE?
➤

CoreBits is a leading mobile
apps and development
platform. We are proud
creators of highly customised
software products which serve
personal as well as commercial
uses. With a team of expert
developers and programmers,
we proﬀer secure and scalable
mobile app development
(especially android, iOS)
solutions for your business
growth. For more visit our
website : http://corebitss.com/

NEW TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
2020
➤

Traﬃc on mobile is
continuously increasing
year by year, people are
getting more habitual to
trackpads, keyboards has
been dead. Every business
is moving towards mobile
apps, now things has
become more handy due to
diﬀerent useful apps for
diﬀerent mobile platforms.
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WHY TO ADAPT THE CHANGE
➤

Mobile Application development represents great in terms of
career opportunities.

➤

You can build your small ideas into reality and compile your
them through app store.

➤

The Indian IT industry, which is projected to more than
double in size to $225 billion by 2020 and mobile apps, cloud
computing and analytics will play major role in that.

➤

Mobile spending will exceed PC spending and grow four times
as fast.

➤

Apps development skills are in demand because fewer people
trained in them and the talent pool is not large as of now.

“

Analytics and Mobility could
contribute more significantly to the
company's revenues in the coming
quarters…
-Wipro chief executive TK Kurien

SCOPE IN MOBILITY
Domain
Mobile eCommerce

It can be easily figure out, that how e-Commerce has
created new trends on mobile platforms.

Entertainment

You can convert your thoughts into wonderful apps.

Enterprise

Every business firm small or big looking for enterprise
apps for their employees to remove paper work and
accelerate their business growth.

Wearable

Like iWatch and smartwatch apps, few things are also
moving from your handheld technologies such as
smartphones to wearable devices.

Cloud Based
Apps

Cloud computing is going to become most prominent

FUTURE CALLING
➤

BY THE end of 2016 there
would be ten billion mobile
internet devices in use
globally. Businesses are
leveraging the power of
mobile apps to enhance the
productivity of their business.

HOW THIS TRAINING WOULD HELP YOU ?
➤

There is plenty of opportunity for those looking to enter the
mobile app development field as an Android/iOS developer.
These are still the early days as a lot more to come, and those
who join now are nothing short of early adopters.

➤

Every MNC or other IT firms are setting up there own mobile
app development teams.

➤

If you list down IT job finder then Mobile Apps development
is on top in both dimensions growth and average salary.
Please check below statistics sourced from itcareerfinder.com

BEST COMPUTER JOBS FOR THE FUTURE IN ORDER

Mobile
Application
Developer

Database
Administrator

Mobile application development is one of the world's
fastest growing occupations. As smart phones and tablets
continue to change the way we communicate, do business,
and access news & entertainment, the demand for new
and innovative mobile apps is growing at an incredible
speed.
10-Year Growth Pct: 32% (much faster than avg.).
Average Salary: $95,000
Businesses are accumulating record amounts of digital
information, spurring the need for trained and certified
DBAs to store, organize, analyze and secure this data.
10-Year Growth Pct: 31% (much faster than avg.)
Average Salary: $82,000

Video Game
Designer

10-Year Growth Pct: 30% (much faster than avg.)
Average Salary: $80,000

Network
Administrator

10-Year Growth Pct: 28% (much faster than avg.)
Average Salary: $69,000

IT Security
Specialist

10-Year Growth Pct: 22% (faster than average)
Average Salary: $87,000

Computer
Systems
Analyst

10-Year Growth Pct: 22% (faster than average)
Average Salary: $79,000

Web Developer

10-Year Growth Pct: 22% (faster than average)
Average Salary: $91,000

Health
Information
Technician

10-Year Growth Pct: 21% (faster than average)
Average Salary: $46,000

Technology
Manager

10-Year Growth Pct: 18% (faster than average)
Average Salary: $111,000

WHAT WE HAVE SPECIAL TO OFFER
➤

We more believe in building and delivering a real wisdom that
requires more learnings than syntax, libraries and API’s. To
eﬀectively frame a high quality application, you also need to
know where to start your project, what makes a good design.
So that’s the approach we take in our learning-driven courses
where you learn how to confidently build apps with the right
tools and techniques.

➤

And top of all, we are oﬀering you a job oriented course. Apps
development represent best in terms of jobs in current
market.

WHY WE ?
➤

We the only company providing special training for mobile apps
development.

➤

We strongly believe in some unconventional way of teaching as per changing
requirement. Our aim is not merely provide you a training certificate as this
is not going to be helpful for you anyways rather we understand the need of
result oriented learning and provide you the same. Once you complete
training we make it sure that you can complete in IT growing market. We
believe that one can not become a developer/programmer with 2 hours
training program. You will be put on the projects after the initial training.
During the 6 months training period, you go through the real software
development life cycle as you work along with the team of technology
experts and project managers. To join our 6 months industrial training, you
must possess good knowledge of C/C++ and analytic abilities. We are
looking for sincere, career conscious students who wanted to pursue their
career in IT. In bullets it is following :

➤

We believe in result oriented training and give you chance to
work on live projects with team of technical experts.

➤

We provide regular interaction session with experts working
in reputed MNCs to guide you and answer your queries.

➤

If you meet our excellence, we can hire you and you may get
chance to work in our Research and Development division or
in our app development center.

➤

We provide you training certificate.

➤

We have discount provision for meritorious students.

